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Our Clients
With almost 5000 lifts 
in our maintenance system, 
the following list is only  
a brief sample of our clients. 

Sydney Opera House
Australian War Memorial
Eureka Towers, Vic
The tallest building in Melbourne
Scenic World, Katoomba, NSW
Meriton Apartments
City of Sydney
David Jones Limited
McDonald’s Restaurants
Westfield Shopping Centre.
QV Building Sydney
Rod Laver Arena
QVB Precinct Melbourne
Carlton Football Club
The City of Newcastle
Blue Mountains City Council
Multiplex Property Services
University of Technology, Sydney
Victoria University - School of Law
The Australian National University
University of Sydney
University Square Campus, Vic
University of Queensland
Australian Catholic University
Richmond Football Club
Commonwealth Bank 
Conder Apartments, Docklands
Aqua Apartments
Royal Brisbane Hospital 
Circle on Cavill – Surfers Paradise
The Waterfront, Homebush, NSW
Roxy Theatre, Parramatta, NSW
AMP
Lindsay Gardens Retirement Village, Qld
Stradbroke Island Beach Hotel, Qld
St Patrick’s Estate, Manly, NSW
One World Sport, Parramatta
William Clark College
Westpac Headquarters
Pymble Ladies College
The Lakes Golf Club
Mount Panarama, Bathurst
York Cove Apartments, Georgetown
Former Pentridge Prison
Yarra’s Edge, VIC (24 lifts)
Oceanic Retreat, WA
Victoria Point Docklands
Meribel Chalet Apartments – Bourke St, Mt Buller
Hyde Apartments, Sydney
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Easy Living Home Elevators is 
Australian owned and operated. 
Our company has been in operation 
since 1998, and during this time has 
grown steadily. Today in our 12th 
year we have over 100 employees 
and growing!

Easy Living Home Elevators 
has achieved an outstanding 
reputation with almost 5000 
lifts in our maintenance system 
around Australia, mostly in private 
residential homes.

Our success over the past 12 years 
has been based on our reputation 
and commitment to provide 
an exceptional level of service, 
pride in the finished product and 
most importantly, the quality of 
the relationship established and 
maintained throughout our clients 
association within all areas of the 
company. In fact, most of our 
clients are repeat customers or are 
recommended through word of 
mouth, which is a testament to the 
level of quality we place on every 
project we undertake.

Easy Living Home Elevators  
draws on the knowledge and 
expertise of our team of experienced 
technical sales consultants, project 
managers, installers, service  
and maintenance administrators, 
assisting you in every phase of your 
lift order and installation process. 
Ensuring you receive the highest 
level of service, from product 
specification, design information 
and site-specific lift drawings, 
through to manufacture, delivery 
and installation.

We also pride ourselves in treating 
our clients as people, rather than 
numbers. Like you, we enjoy 
the satisfaction of things running 
smoothly and to plan within  
your project. Today we are 
recognised as one of the most 
progressive and innovative design 
lift companies in Australia 

Easy Living Home Elevators has 
the flexibility to meet all your 
structural, design and budgetary 
requirements. We are proud to 
offer our extensive DomusLift range 
to suit your application and style, 
involving quality materials and 
prestigious lift designs to meet your 
every need and function.

The Easy Living Home Elevators 
philosophy is simple:
 

"The things that 
matter to you are the 
things that matter  
to us!"

“Easy Living Home  
Elevators celebrates  
12 years and still  
going strong”
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Quality is what makes our 
“DomusLift” different from any 
other lift. Designed, engineered 
and manufactured in Italy, the world 
leading “DomusLift” is a promise 
of quality, reliability and safety, 
delivering the latest in innovative 
technology “built to last”!
 
“It’s design integrated and the 
most bought home elevator in 
Australia” Easy Living Home 
Elevators are commited to offer 
you stylish and comfortable 

DomusLifts, “Manufactured in 
Italy” with attention to detail that 
reflects the passion and expertise 
of all the people working within the 
company to deliver a promise of 
quality, reliability and the latest in 
innovative technology.

“In fact, most of our clients 
are repeat customers or are 
recommended through word of 
mouth, which is a testament to 
the high level of quality placed on 
every DomusLift manufactured, 

installed and maintained”
 
We at Easy Living Home Elevators 
pride ourselves on providing the 
best quality and the best value. Mr 
Robert Pizzie, Managing Director 
adds, "In the lift industry right now, 
there's a clear distinction between 
a product that's great value and 
one that's just plain cheap. Great 
value wins every time". 

When Quality Matters!

An impressive 20,000 
DomusLifts sold Worldwide 

CELEBRATING AN 
IMPRESSIVE 20,000 

DOMUSLIFTS 
SOLD WORLDWIDE!

The DomusLift is sold in over 40 

countries throughout the world. 

The most amazing statistic is that 

there is an impressive 20,000 

DomusLifts sold throughout the 

world – and growing! 

Easy Living Home Elevators 

are committed to quality, 

reliability and safety.  20,000 

DomusLift owners worldwide 

can’t be wrong! 

They have recognised the long-

term value of using our DomusLift. 

Providing peace of mind now and 

into the future.
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Whisper Quiet Lifts for Easy Living

The DomusLift range provides safe, ultra smooth and whisper quiet drive systems. We invite you to come and 
visit our showrooms with operational lifts on display, and put us on to the test. 

The Challenge Still Continues 
Back in 2006 we challenged ANY of our competitors to having a drive system that’s as smooth and whisper 
quiet as ours. This challenge is still continuing 5 years on! 

Shhh...
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The DomusLift was the ultimate 
lift of choice for the magnificent 
St Patrick's Estate development, 
Montpelier Place in Manly. 

Easy Living Home Elevators 
worked together with some of the 
finest architectural talent in the 
country, where attention to detail 
was paramount with luxurious 

finishes to the highest standards, 
combined with a reliable Italian 
drive system featuring the latest 
technological advances and 
performance.   

World Class Project
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Available in over 54 
standard models
Every DomusLift is custom designed 
to fit in any location of the home, 
both indoors and outdoors with 
minimum architectural impact and 
builder’s works. Available in over 54 
design variations…yes over 54 and 
that’s not a misprint! 

Including the option of a specially 
designed structural self supporting 
alluminium/steel and glass tower 
which can be installed internally 
and externally to the home and 
designed to fit into small spaces 
as well as save money in shaft 
construction. 

The DomusLift has the flexibility 
to satisfy the most demanding 
specifications to cater to specific 
individual needs. 

Design Integrated
The DomusLift is a completely 
integrated design, it is not a 
collection of separate components 
bundled together under the disguise 
of the “worlds best” components. 
Our DomusLift system is designed 
as one homogenous, integrated lift 
using specialized lift components.

No Crane Required
All our DomusLifts can be assembled 
through landing entrance doors 
which means we don’t need to 
crane the lift in from the top of the 
shaft. No hold ups waiting for the lift 
to arrive, no street blockages and 
no crane hire costs which can run 
into thousands of dollars.

Class A Energy Efficiency
The DomusLift has been designed 
with optimum energy conservation 
features. Single phase low power 
consumption, reduced-start hydraulic 
system, 100% biodegradable green 
oil and auto-off 
LED lighting 
in the lift 
car ensures 
your lift has 
extremely low running 
costs.

Space Saving
Our DomusLift is extremely space 
saving. A low 130mm pit depth, 
2450mm headroom requirement 
and minimal footprint dimensions 
mean:
> NO wasted space. 
> NO deep excavation.
> NO ugly shaft protruding  
 through the roof.

Even our tiny single phase 
self contained control cabinets 
reduce the lift area requirements.  
No separate machine room is 
required, optimising building space. 
Making the DomusLift very easy to 
accommodate into your new or 
existing project.

Reliability and safety
With few moving parts to wear 
out and an integrated emergency 
battery lowering system, automatic 
return to lowest floor feature and 
a full height light ray car safety 
entrance protection included as 
standard, you have the confidence 

of an extremely reliable and safe 
drive system.

Economical Maintenance
With almost 5000 lifts in our 
maintenance system, we have the 
knowledge and expertise to offer 
you a tailored maintenance solution 
that provides you with the most 
economical price whilst ensuring 
continuous reliability.

Peace of Mind
Easy Living Home Elevators only 
install the best quality lifts. We 
are so confident on the quality 
of our products, 
we are actually the 
first lift company 
in Australia to offer  
3 year warranties on 
residential lifts.  
3 Years Warranty 
Now that's impressive!

No Hidden Extra’s
We at Easy Living Home Elevators 
pride ourselves on offering you a 
package with no "hidden" extras. 
What our competitors consider 
as options, we provide you  
as standard.

Class A Energy Efficiency 
The DomusLift has been designed with optimum 
energy conservation features. Single phase low power 
consumption, reduced-start hydraulic system, 100% biodegradable 
green oil and 
auto-off LED lighting in the lift car ensures your lift has 
extremely low running costs. 

The DomusLift difference
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The DomusLift is proudly designed, 
developed and manufactured in 
Italy. Safety is the most important 
aspect of our DomusLift and 
by manufacturing it in Italy, to 
the highest quality and safety 
standards; we know that we are 
providing you a superior lift product, 
built to last!

Unfortunately in recent years 
we have experienced growing 
concerns with the quality of 
imported products from some parts 
of the world. We have now reached 
a point unfortunately where with the
growing popularity of lifts within the 
residential market, lifts are being 
rushed onto the market without 
regard for performance testing or 
regulations leading to very poor 
standards in quality control and 
safety.

A major fundamental problem is 
that these new manufacturing 
lift companies concentrate on 
superficial appearance and don’t 
believe in producing a high quality lift 
product for long term performance.

Their main goal is to make the lifts 
look beautifully finished with an 
emphasis placed on a high quality 
look using finishes consisting of 
granite, glass or stainless steel. 
Yet the workmanship beneath is 
inferior, where after installation the 
lift corrodes or falls apart after a 
certain length of time or use and 
needs to be replaced, costing you 
more time and money. Easy Living Home Elevators are 

committed to quality, reliability and 
safety. 20,000 DomusLift owners 
worldwide can’t be wrong! 
They have recognised the long-
term value of using our DomusLift. 
Providing peace of mind now and 
into the future.

 

Made in Italy

The significance of a  
product made in Italy  
means that you can  
expect a quality product 
that ‘won’t fall apart’. 
Cheap and low quality  
imported lift products 
from cheap labour 
countries often can’t  
compete with high  
quality and safe lift  
systems manufactured 
in Italy.
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The DomusLift range has been 
designed with optimum energy 
conservation features, ensuring 
extremely low running costs. 

> 20amp single phase low power 
consumption, with the only energy 
required to push the lift car up, thus 
only using the same power as a 
small electrical appliance! 

> Reduced power start hydraulic 
system

> Auto-off lighting system in the 
lift car, which is a car light timer 
to automatically switch the car 
light off after use to save power 
consumption.

> Select LED downlights from our 
standard range of lighting, which 
last up to 50 times longer than 
halogen lighting and consume 
about 20% of the energy.

> Ability to park at last point of 
destination to avoid unnecessary 
travels and waiting times.

> 100% biodegradable EcoOil: 
This biodegradable hydraulic fluid 
saves energy, lowers greenhouse 
emissions and assures maintenance 
reliability, easily replacing the 
traditional hydraulic fluid.

EcoOil fluid based on synthetic 
saturated esters, is zinc free 
and derived from renewable raw 
materials, with additives especially 
selected in order to obtain a  

non-toxic biodegradable product. 
Featuring higher performance 
than traditional fluids or other 
commercial biodegradable fluids, 
EcoOil lasts 3-4 times longer than 
traditional mineral oils.

Unlike conventional hydraulic lifts, 
the DomusLift is cleaner and easier 
to maintain without compromising 
on quality or features.

Recently the Domus range of lifts 
was awarded an exciting “Class 
A energy efficiency” under the 
European Union energy label, 
bringing innovation into the 
home while helping to reduce the 
households’ environmental impact. 

The DomusLift was tested at a 
standard rated load of 300kg and 
a nominal demand per year of 365 
days of operation the rated value is 
277,08 kWh.

DomusLift Awarded: 

Class A Energy Efficiency 

 

Green Solutions
designed with the
planet in mind
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The DomusLift range has been 
developed with the paramount 
objective of providing users with 
the highest possible level of safety 
ensuring peace of mind.

Our standard safety 
features others consider 
optional extras, is what 
makes the DomusLift 
different from any  
other lift.

> Integrated automatic emergency 
lowering battery system to allow 
the car to lower to the lowest 
floor and unlock the door in the 
event of mains power failure. 

> Automatic return to lowest floor 
feature - In the event of an 
electrical power failure, the lift 
will return to the lowest floor, 
with all safety features in place.

 
> Emergency lighting - If an 

electrical power failure occurs 
the emergency light turns on 
and the control or call button 
corresponding to the lowest 
level lights up. 

> Full height light ray car safety 
entrance protection is included 
as standard, to the car door 
openings, for total passenger 
protection through the lift 
doorway. 

> Over speed sensing safety gear.

> Few moving parts to wear out, 
with very few moving parts 
you have the confidence of an 
extremely reliable and safe drive 
system.

> Electrical locks that make it 
impossible for the lift to travel 
away from the landing when the 
landing door is not closed.

> Mechanical locks that make it 
impossible for the landing door 
to open when the lift is not at 
floor level.

> Key Switch/Lock in the Car and 
landing Operating Panels. To 
lock and unlock the lift. Access 
to the DomusLift is controlled by 
key switch, which enables the 
Operating Panel to be turned 
ON or OFF, this limits use to 
authorised persons only.

> A telephone is provided inside  
the lift in the event of an 
emergency, others can be 
contacted for help and the 
Easy Living Home Elevators 
24 hour emergency service is 
programmed into the phone. 

> Emergency Alarm Button, 
located in the operating 
panel, it is provided to alert 
surrounding persons in the 
event of an emergency. When 
the emergency bell is pressed 
a ring will sound to alert others 
that attention or help is required.

Safety
Advanced lift safety
for peace of mind

The DomusLift range 
is designed to comply 
with the requirements 
of the BCA & is 
designed to the latest 
Australian regulatory 
safety standards 
AS1735.18/15
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"I would like to thank Easy Living Home Elevators for the 
successful installation of the lift at the state athletics centre. 
Your team’s efforts in meeting the tight timeframe has 
added to the success of recent events. The installation is 
of high quality and the National Athletics Championships 
were a resounding success”

Robert Baird - Government Department
Building Management and Works

testimonial
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1]  Easy Living Home Elevators 
specialise in lifts for private 
homes. 

  
2] Mr. Robert Pizzie, Managing 

Director of Easy Living Home 
Elevators has almost 30 years 
industry experience. He has 
selected the best products 
available on the market 
and has done so using his  
technical experience and 
industry/lift code knowledge….
not just looking at the cost of 
the equipment.

3] A lift in a home is a purchase 
with an impact of over 20 
years. Unlike a car, if you 
purchase a product you are 
not satisfied with; you can  
not trade it in and move on.  
We have just completed the 
most extensive survey of  
all our service customers and 
the comments have backed  
up our confidence in our after 
sales service. We believe 
we are the best….and our 
customers do too. 

4]  Our supplier IGV is in the top 
500 companies in Europe. You 
don’t get there without doing 
something right. 

5]  We are just around the corner. 
Prospective purchasers will 
appreciate the “local” presence 
and quick response if the 
unlikely need for breakdown 
assistance arises. For complete 
peace of mind

6] Our installers, maintenance 
and safety technicians are 
all employed and trained by 
Easy Living Home Elevators. 
What this means for you is 
that we have experienced, 
capable technicians who 
share our company vision for 
excellence in lift maintenance 
and customer safety.

7]  As the residential l ift  
market leader Australia wide, 
Easy Living Home Elevators  
combines innovative technology, 
energy conservation features,  
design breakthroughs and a 
comprehensive product range 
to meet the toughest Australian 
and International Quality 
standards of ISO 9001. Easy 
Living Home Elevators are 
proud to be the only specialist 
Home Elevator Company to 
hold the ISO 9001 Quality 
System Certification. 

 We have internationally 
recognized processes in place 
to ensure you receive the lift 
you want……on time!

8] We are very price competitive:
i. Easy Living Home Elevators 

take pride in producing 
very high quality products, 
meeting all our lead times and 
delivery dates - at extremely 
competitive prices. 

ii. Easy Living Home Elevators 
only deal direct with our 
manufacturers, thus able to 
pass on our large savings to 
you. 

9] We invite you to meet with 
our project team before you 
decide…..after all; they are the 
ones that you will deal with for 
the majority of the time. 

 
We invite you to come and visit 
our state of the art showrooms 
and discover our quality and 
service at an affordable price.

Why Easy Living 
Home Elevators?
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With  every DomusLift purchase 
comes a philospophy of engineering 
excellence, quality and advanced 
technology. Easy Living Home 
Elevators delivers the technical 
expertise, special diagnostic 
equipment and genuine parts required 
to keep your DomusLift in optimum 
condition. 

There is also an advantage knowing 
your DomusLift is maintained by 
qualified maintenance and safety 
technicians, all employed and trained 
by Easy Living Home Elevators. What 
this means to you is that we have 
experienced, capable technicians 
who share our company vision for 
excellence in lift maintenance and 
customer safety. 

Australia Wide Service
Easy Living Home Elevators have  
a network of technicians located 
across Australia to ensure fast 
guaranteed response rates arrival time 
to emergency calls in the residential 
lift market. 

24/7 Call Centre Assistance
At Easy Living Home Elevators  
you not only get a home elevator, but 
a serious commitment from us, every 
lift installed has access to our 24 hour 
call centre.

Fast response rates
By using the latest technology and 
network of technicians located 
throughout Australia, Easy Living 
Home Elevators is able to offer the 
fastest guaranteed response rate 
to emergency calls in the residential 
elevator market. This service offered 
by Easy Living Home Elevators is 
second to none, providing peace  
of mind. 

The NavMan is a natural addition  
to our already high level of customer 
service. The capability of tracking 
every vehicle no matter where it 
is means that Easy Living Home 
Elevators is always able to dispatch 
the nearest technician, providing 
a more coordinated and efficient 
response service that keeps 
everything running smoothly. 

As soon as a customer call comes in, 
our service centre can instantly match 
the nearest and most appropriate 
technician to the job, and provide 
an estimated arrival time, providing 
immediate peace of mind for  
our customers.

Genuine parts for peace 
of mind.
Easy Living Home Elevators takes 
pride in providing high quality genuine 
parts to meet the highest quality 
expected by our customers, which 
have been designed specifically for 
your DomusLift to ensure a perfect fit 
and superior performance. 

All genuine parts are engineered and 
tested to ensure safety, reliability, 
durability and performance. They 
not only meet Australian Design 
Standards but also in many cases 
exceed them. 

It’s all about the service
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On switching the service for our 4 lifts to Easy Living we 
were made aware of several issues on the first service  
visit that had been overlooked by the previous  
maintenance company.

Tania S, Drouin - Services Manager
Lyrebird Villages for the Aged

testimonial
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The installation of your lift has proven extremely popular 
with visitors and staff many of whom are part of the aging 
population. Many thanks to your service technician who 
approached his duties in a very professional manner.

Mr. Murphy - General Manager
Narrandera Shire Council

testimonial
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Self Supporting Tower Structure

 The Easy Living Home Elevators tower structure has been designed to impress. The DomusLift tower 
is popular with architects and builders as it is very easily incorporated into new and existing projects.

Impressive features include:
> The structure is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications
> All components can fit through standard residential doorways
> The tower frame and panels are typically anodized aluminium or steel, which  

can be primed or powder coated with over 260 colours available.
> Panels are available in glass, in a wide range of colours and tints.

 The structure actually takes up significantly less floorspace than the masonry alternative.  
For instance each wall of an aluminum tower frame is only 55mm thick and a steel tower frame  
is only 50mm thick. (An average masonry wall is approximately 190mm thick on each side)
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The economical hydraulically operated 1100x1400 DomusXL Lift with swing landing doors is our most 
popular model in both private residential and commercial (limited mobility) applications. Complying 
with the BCA and both AS1735.18 & AS1735.15 with a lifting capacity to take 4 adults or a wheelchair 
occupant and a carer.

The DomusXL Lift is so flexible in design that it can be installed within a masonry or self supporting steel/
aluminium tower which can be installed indoors or outdoors. With a low pit and headroom requirement 
the DomusXL Lift is very easily incorporated into any new or existing project. 

The DomusXL Lift also comes with many optional extras, providing flexibility and the widest choice of 
finishes on the market to satisfy the most demanding specifications. 

DomusXL Lift
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1C/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1500 Shaft
D 1550
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

2P/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1500 Shaft
D 1520
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

2A/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1410/1480 Shaft
D 1580
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

DOMUSLIFT® XL
57 4

0 09
52

Car Size 1100 x 1400mm 1100 x 1400
Carrying Capacity 400kg 400kg (standard model)
Max Carrying Cap 600kg 600kg (special model)
Speed 0.30m/sec 0.15/sec
Maximum Travel 12m 4m
Minimum Pit Depth 130mm 130mm
Minimum Head Room 2500mm 2500mm
Motor Cabinet 720W x 360D x 1500H mm 720W x 360D x 1500H mm
Control Automatic buttons Constant pressure brail

with key isolation buttons with key isolation
Power s25amp ingle phase

for
400kg models
dedicated supply

s25amp ingle phase
for

400kg models
dedicated supply

DL-1C/XL

DL-2P/XL

DL-2A/XL

1C/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1630 Shaft
D 1660
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

2P/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1630 Shaft
D 1640
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

2A/XL
A 1100 Car
B 1400
C 1590 Shaft
D 1750
P 900 Door
Kg 400 Load

009
574

DL-1C/XL

DL-2P/XL

DL-2A/XL

Note: These are indicative drawings only, please speak to our technical sales consultants for more
information on the various configurations available.

Enclosed Shaft
Standard Models

Glass Shaft Structure*
Standard Models

RESIDENTIAL PART 18 COMMERCIAL PART 15

* The aluminium shaft solution must undergo
Easy Living Home Elevators Technical Office’s approval.

The economical DomusXL is available for both residential and commercial (limited mobility)
applications, complying with the BCA and both AS1735.18 & AS1735.15
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Frameless glass doors

Easy Living Home Elevators 
raises the bar again introducing 
the ultra modern, sleek, clean 
line look, frameless glass swing 
door system which turns the 
elevator into a remarkable 
designer showpiece. 

Whisper quiet and smooth 
in operation with a focus on 
strength and style, the “V1 
Glass Doors” features the same 
European design and precision 
engineering you have come to 
expect from Easy Living Home 
Elevators, featuring only the 
best materials to the highest 
standards. 

The “V1 glass doors”, appeals 
to designers and architects 
who value high quality lift 
solutions, with a focus on 
design to fully exploit the visual 
effect of glass and do justice to 
the elegance and transparency 
of the modern home.
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DomusLift 
Bisazza Glass
Mosaics

A new luxury line in collaboration with 
Bisazza mosaics, the Italian leading 
manufacturer of glass mosaics 

Offering a brand new décor concept 
enhancing the DomusLift design by 
featuring the unusual application of 
glass mosaics, delivering an amazing 
aesthetical experience. 

This ultra modern, sleek, clean line 
look involved within the mosaic finish 
is designed to create an impressive 
feature within the home and will make 
a dramatic statement and a stunning 
work of art inside the DomusLift.

DomusLift 
Classic Luxury 
Range

The new DomusLift Classic Luxury 
range was developed for those who 
love the warm and inviting wood grain 
atmosphere within the home décor.

This line was developed and 
designed to reproduce the effect of a 
classic and natural wood grain finish. 
The result is a stunning and amazing 
natural look.
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DomusLift Light Touch Range

Recent development within the 
DomusLift range involves a brand 
new design concept in order to 
provide unconventional luxury. 

The new stylish DomusLift light 
touch involves a refined attention 
to detail from the innovative colour 
light scheme with polychromatic 
neon lighting, through to the high 
tech designed digital touch screen 
control panel framed by a metallic 

white plaque, which can also play 
MP3 files or be connected to the 
home automation system 
(Upon request.)
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The future of living
Easy Living Home Elevators has grown to be the Number ONE 

residential lift company in Australia. With a growing demand for  

lifts into both residential and commercial applications, and 

a continuous focus on quality and service, Easy Living Home 

Elevators are dedicated to providing the latest and innovative lift 

products to the Australian market, while maintaining the traditions 

that has made the company what it is today.

"The number ONE lift company Australia wide"

Try before you buy
By appointment, you can inspect our lifts on display and in operation 

within our showrooms in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide 

and Perth which have been set up solely as a way of demonstrating 

our high quality, quiet and beautifully finished lift systems to you. 

Fully qualified lift consultants are also available to discuss our range 

and your needs in greater detail.

Contact us to arrange a visit -
of course you are welcome!

DISCLAIMER: All illustrations, photography and specifications contained in this 
brochure are based on the latest product information available at the time 
of publication. EasyLiving Home Elevators Pty Limited reserves the right to 
make changes at any time, without notice in colours, materials, equipment, 
specifications, models andwarranty. The  colours stated in this document are a 
close match and are for reference only. Colour variations will occur depending 
on calibration of computer screens and reproduction variations in the printing 
process. Absolute colour confirmation is only available with a physical sample.

Registered Trademarks include: “designed to impress”, “installed to impress”, 
                                                  “maintained to impress”, “a lift is for life”
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